A short proof is given to the following theorem of Y. Katznelson and L. Tzafriri: Let T be a power-bounded operator in a Banach space E . Then lim«-,«, \\Ta+l -T"\\ = 0 if and only if o(T)n{z€C: \z\ = 1} C {1}.
Proof. First we remark that it is enough to prove the following formerly weaker statement: if a(T) n {z e C: \z\ = 1} c {1} then lim^^ ||rn+1x -T"x\\ = 0, Vx G E (*).
Indeed, suppose that (*) is proved. Let T be a power bounded operator on E such that the spectrum of T on the unit circle is at most a single point 1. Consider the Banach space £8(E) of all bounded operators on E and the operator ¿7" on 3 §(E) defined by: ¡TS = TS. Then it is clear that ST is power bounded and has the same spectral property as T. Therefore, lim^oo \\^n+xS -9~nS\\ = OVS G 3S(E). Taking S = I, we get the desired conclusion. Now let T be a power bounded operator such that the spectrum of T on the unit circle consists of at most one point 1. We can assume, without loss of generality, that \\T\\ < 1. Then the limit l(x) = limn^oo ||rnx|| exists and is a seminorm in E. Put L = ker /. If L -E, then the conclusion is obvious, and we can assume that L 4 E ■ It is clear that L is a closed invariant subspace of T, so that T induces in a natural way an operator T on the quotient space E = E/L. The seminorm / induces a norm / on E, and since T is isometric in the seminorm /, the operator T in the normed space (Ê, Î) is an isometry. From the obvious inequality l(RÁx) < \\Rx\\l(x), where 7^ = (T-k)~x, k i o(T), it follows that o(T) c o(T). Therefore, f is an isometry with single peripheral spectrum at 1. From this it is easily seen that T is an invertible isometry with single spectrum at 1. It is a well-known theorem of I. Gelfand that such an isometry must be the identity (see e.g. [1] ). This means that lim,,-^ \\Tn(T -I)x\\ = 0, Vx G E. The proof is completed.
Remark. The referee has pointed out that a similar proof of the Katznelson 
